Introduction. Spreads of curves were introduced by Grunbaum in [1] . A spread of curves is a continuous family of simple arcs in the real plane, every two of which intersect in exactly one point. A spread is the continuous analogue of a finite arrangement of pseudolines in the plane. Sylvester's problem for finite arrangements of pseudolines asks if every non-trivial arrangement has a simple vertex, that is a point contained in exactly two pseudolines of the arrangement. This question was answered in the affirmative by Kelly and Rottenberg [5] . One interesting feature of this result is that it does not depend on the pseudolines being straight lines.
Preliminary concepts and notation. Let
The above definition of a spread of curves is essentially the same as that used in [1] , [2] and [6] .
Since C is homeomorphic to a circle, C may be given an orientation. The following elementary results are well known and are easily proved using continuity arguments.
PROPOSITION. The map (p, q) i -» l(p) Pi l(q) is continuous on {(p, q) d CXC:l(p)
*l(q)}.
PROPOSITION. If h and l 2 are distinct curves in L } then the endpoints of h separate on C the endpoints ofl 2 .
1.3 PROPOSITION. The map p H-> p* is continuous on C. The next two propositions are again straightforward. such that d Ç /(r).
PROPOSITION. Every point in D lies on at least one curve in L.
A 
That is, L is trivial if all of its curves pass through a common point.
Ford
Z-H*) H^C:^ /(/>)}.
If A is a subset of C U D, let 0^4 denote the boundary of A. While iî A is a subset of / G L, let àiA denote the boundary of A in the relative topology of /.
Examples of spreads.
Many examples of the so called natural spreads are given in [2] . In most cases the curves of the spread are line segments. Here we give an example of a spread which is not in general a spread of line segments.
Identify the real plane with the complex numbers C. Let D = {z £ C : \z\ < 1} and C = {z £ C : \z\ = lj. Let g : (0, T) -» ( -1, 1) be continuous. Now construct the spread L(g) as follows. For 6 6 (0, T), let l(e id ) be the line segment from e ie to g (6) together with the line segment from g (6) to -e id . 
The boundary of F 2 (L).
We may assume that (iGr for all 5 G (£, g). Now either d £ t~ for all / £ (>, g*) or d £ /+ for all / G (£>, g*). In the former case, (d, q*) C F\(L) and in the latter case,
Thus the set of simple vertices of L is contained in the boundary of the set of 2-fold points. We will later show that all but a denumerable number of points of F 2 (L) C\ àF 2 (L) belong to T 2 (L). We also remark that F 2 (L) is contained in the closure of I\(L) (see [1] ), from which it follows that àF 2 (L) = àFs(L). Little else can be said about àF 2 (L) for general spreads L. The set àF 2 (L) may be contained in T\(L) or contained in F 2 (L). The set àF 2 (L) may consist of C together with various subarcs of curves of L. The set T\(L) C\ àF 2 (L) may be a closed Jordan arc which intersects each curve of L in exactly two points. On the other hand, T\(L) C\ àF 2 (L) may contain a non-trivial subarc of a curve in L. For examples of spreads of the above mentioned types, refer to those constructed in 3.8.
Since 
Proof. There exists p G C such that d G £ + . The corollary now follows immediately from 3.3.
Proof. Apply 3.4 to each d G F 2 {L). defined by/(x) = J^Lo (10 2w x)/10 w , where (y) is the distance from y to the nearest integer. Consider the spread L(g) as defined in § 2. We will show that
For x in a neighbourhood of 0, let fe(#) be where the straight line through d and e ix cuts /(l). So h(6) = g (6) .
Now there exists a sequence {6 n \ in (0, ir) such that 6 n -> 6, 0 n ^ 6 and
for all w sufficiently large, which contradicts the fact that h is differentiate at 6. Thus F 2 (L(g)) = D and by 3.5,
In particular this means that T 2 (L(g)) = 0. That is, Sylvester's problem for general spreads has a negative answer.
The next proposition is an example of a statement independent of the theory of spreads of curves, but whose proof is made transparent by using the theory of spreads.
PROPOSITION. Let I be a non-trivial subinterval of R. Suppose that h : / -> R is continuous with range V ana that
for all a in the interior of I. Then h takes every value in the interior of V infinitely many times.
Proof. Let y be in the interior of V. Let w, M £ /'be such that w < ;y < M. Let *i, / 2 G h~l{{m, M\) be such that ^ < / 2 , A(/i) ^ A(/ 2 ) and ft((*i, * 2 )) = (m, M). Define g : (0, TT) -> (-1, 1) by Then g may be used as in 3.6 to construct the spread L(g) which has the property that
we deduce that g takes every value in ( -1, 1) infinitely many times. Hence h takes the value y infinitely many times.
We will now modify the example given in 3.6 to demonstrate that the cardinality of T 2 (L) may take any value not more than Ko-An example of a spread
Proof. We may assume that not all the k n are zero, for otherwise the example of a spread given in 3.6 would have the desired properties. Let / C N and mj £ N, j £ /, be such that We will show that the spread L(g) has the desired properties. Proof. We will show that if a, 6 £ yl then at least one of the following occurs (vi) a = b (vii) (r 1 (a),p(a))n (r,(6),p(6)) =0 (viii) (p(a),T 2 (fl))n (p(6),r 2 (6)) =0. By applying 3.9 to B = {(n(a), p(a), 72(a)) :a G A } it would then follow that A is denumerable as the map a <-> (ri(a), p(a), T2(a) ), a £ .4, is injective (by (i) and (ii)). To prove the above it suffices to consider the following cases (1) :
Case (1) . By symmetry we may assume that 6 G (ri(a), a) ( fig. 3 ). If p(6) G 0"i(a), r 2 (a)), then a £ p (6) + , which contradicts (iii). Hence p(6) G [T 2 (Û0, P*) and therefore (p(a), r 2 (a)) C\ (p(6), r 2 (6)) = 0.
Case (2). Since a G TI(6) + by (iii), one of the following two subcases occurs 
Oz^ (2b). Let {c} = 1(7,(1))) H (p(a),a) (fig. 5). We distinguish the two subcases (2ba) :b G (7,(1?), c]
(260) :b G (c,n(6)*).
Case (2&a). If r 2 (fr) G (p(«), p*), then a £ 7 2 (b) + H n(/?)~, which contradicts (iv). Therefore 72(b) £ (ri(fr), p(a)] and hence
(p(a),r 2 (a))H (p(6), r 2 (6)) =0. If condition (iii) in the statement of 3.10 is replaced by (hi)' ait-for all t £ [ri(a), r 2 (a)], then A would obviously be denumerable as before. For reference we state this fact in the next lemma.
Case (2bp). If r 2 (6) G (p(a), p*), then p(a) G (TI(&), 7 2 (b)) and /; Ç p(a)+, which contradicts (iii). Therefore 72(b) (E (71(b), p(a)] and hence

LEMMA. Letp G C,A CAn: A ->C + (p),T 2 : A ->C + (p)andp : A -> C + (p) satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (fv) 0/3.10 and (iiiy for all a Ç. A. Then A is denumerable.
THEOREM, /W every spread L, F${L) C\ àF 2 (L) is denumerable.
Proof. Let A = F Z (L) C\ àF 2 (L). Then for every a £ A there exists by 3.2 Ti(a) G / _1 («) such that a Q t + for all / G C + (n(a)).
Since and ai G r 2 (a 2 ) + or ri(a 2 )* G C + (n(ai)) and ai Ç ri(a 2 )* + , which contradicts the above. Hence (iv) is satisfied. Therefore A n is denumerable by 3.10.
COROLLARY. For every spread L, TÏ(L) is denumerable if and only if F 2 (L) P\ àF 2 (L) is denumerable.
Proof. This follows immediately from 3.1 and 3.12.
Isolated curves in 1(d).
In this section we analyse the properties of spreads L such that F 2 (L) is denumerable. This will lead to a sufficient condition for a spread L to have uncountably many simple vertices. An application of this result will show that every non-trivial spread of line segments has uncountably many simple vertices. Another consequence will be the recognition of the importance of isolated curves in point will ensue in Section 5 which allows an affirmative answer to Sylvester's problem.
The following lemma about isolated curves in 1(d) is the first step towards describing the topology of 1(d) for all but a denumerable number of points d on a curve in a spread L with T 2 (L) denumerable. The lemma will also play a part in 5.1. 
which is denumerable by 3.12. To prove that A +~ is denumerable, it suffices to show that A : Since A~+ = A* +~, A~+ is denumerable.
THEOREM. For every p G C there exists a denumerable set A (p) C l(p) such that for every d G I (p) one of the following occurs:
( Now let \p n \ be a countable dense subset of C. Then ^4 (p) = Un ^4 W where
ii) 1(d) contains no isolated curves other than (possibly) l(p) (iii) every I in 1(d) such that I ^ l(p) and I is isolated in 1(d) satisfies T 2 (L) C\
Hence ^4 (£) is denumerable as each A n is denumerable by 4.1.
COROLLARY. Let L be a spread such that T 2 (L) is denumerable. Then for every p (z C there exists a denumerable set A(p) C l(p) such that for every d £ l(p) P F 2 (L) one of the following occurs:
(
Proof. The set of points a 6 l(p) for which there exists / £ 1(a) such that / 9^ l(p) and / P T 2 (L) ^ 0 is denumerable. The result is now a direct consequence of 4.2.
Note that a perfect subset of C is uncountable. If a curve / in the spread L contains no points which lie on uncountably many curves of L, then T 2 (L) is uncountable by 4.3. This extends the main result of T. Zamfirescu in [8] . T. Zamfirescu has given in [7] a sufficient condition for a spread L to have simple vertices. (Note that none of the results of [7] and [8] have been correctly stated in MR / f 0 #2035 and MR 50 #8297 respectively.)
In [4] , C. Ivan has studied spreads L which have a curve / such that the interior of / P F 2 (L) (in the relative topology of /) is contained in T 2k (L) for some k Ç N. By 4.3, all such spreads have uncountably many simple vertices if they are not trivial.
By using 4.3 we can now amplify the conclusion of 3.7 about certain continuous but nowhere differentiate functions. Hence z £ v~ and \(s n ) Ç ^~ for all n large enough, which contradicts the definition of X. Therefore X is continuous. 
Then E, A1 and A 2 are denumerable.
Proof. E is denumerable. Let d\ and d 2 be distinct elements of E. Then /(r) C\ n(di)+ n r 2 (di)+ = 0, l(r) H (r 2 (di), di) -0 and Z(r)H (4,7!^)*) = 0 for all r G Mdi), T 2 (di)). Hence/(r) H X(£, g) C {di} for all r Ç (ri(di),r 2 (di)). Therefore
whenever di and d 2 are distinct elements of E. Thus E is denumerable. The next theorem is a special case of 4.8 and shows in particular that every non-trivial spread of line segments has uncountably many simple vertices. 
